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Abstract—Under the attention over the work of folk culture’s inheritance and development by the communist party and government, we have already been entitled with the superior conditions to learn and inherit the "Twelve Muqam" Uygur China. However with the development of economy and the acceleration of urbanization process, the teenagers and young generation are becoming less and less enthusiastic about studying Uygur Twelve Muqam". This article will state the real situation about the 1st singing competition of "Twelve Muqam", the attitude of the successor of "Twelve Muqam" over this competition from Xinjiang Uygur, as well as the current and the future direction of the inherited work of muqam art.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As is known to all, under the work of saving and discovering folk culture by the communist party and the government, and based on the further understanding of "Twelve Muqam", this bright folk art, our country and people have adopted various ways to bring back the glory of the "Twelve Muqam" which is on the edge of extinction caused by its historical reasons. During year 1950-1955, Turdi Axun and other masters of Muqam was invited twice to Urumqi and recorded the whole album of "Twelve Muqam". I On the 6th of August 1956, Turdi Axun passed away. Before saying goodbye to this world, he successfully passed these precious cultural heritage accumulated generation by generation to the next generation. Several years later, all left are some scattered broken words recorded by History of Musicians, or some parts from "Dastan" or "Mashrap", however "Naghma" part will never been seen in "Twelve Muqam".

In 1960, "Twelve Muqam" was completed based on the recorded edition done by the Muqam masters, and the stave book was first published by People’s Music Publishing House and The Ethnic Publishing House. In 1964 the original lyric book of "Twelve Muqam" provided by Turdi Axun was issued internally. 2 In 1993, the twelve set of "Twelve Muqam", text book and recorded tape of the twelve set music score by Xinjiang Muqam Art Group was issued. In 1997, after being complemented and sorted three times, the 13 books and text books were published. In 2002, based on the 3rd edition, CD and DCD records were released, which has provided strong and solid hardware for students of "Twelve Muqam". In order to guarantee the complete inheritance of "Twelve Muqam" art and enhance the inherited efficiency, from year 1996, Xinjiang Arts University has opened the professional Muqam performance class, which is dedicated to make a historic change on the saving, protection, research and development of "Twelve Muqam". 3 Based on the books and recorded tapes issued in 1993, art troupes from all places, cities and counties, promote the scale of learning Muqam, and has formed a status of having at least one or two Muqam singer who are capable to sing one or two Mu Card Mar or Dastan’s melody. Xinjiang Arts University has trained 9 groups of Muqam’s successors altogether 180 people, which is a huge contrast compared to 5 Muqam artists back then during the past 50 years. Although under the boost of above-mentioned working process, we are qualified with the relatively superior conditions of learning and inheriting "Twelve Muqam", young generations are becoming less and less enthusiastic in
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learning "Twelve Muqam" due to the speeding up of economic development and urbanization process.

Currently, unbalanced geographic phenomenon appears in the inherited work of "Twelve Muqam", which results in certain negative emotions, especially the "Naghma" part is not known to public. In the crowds, particularly young and mid-aged Muqam successors are not widely accepted. And the reasons are analyzed below.

II. THE REASON WHY "NAGHMA" OF TWELVE MUQAM IS NOT POPULAR AMONG THE PEOPLE

Firstly, the "Naghma" part of "Twelve Muqam" is the key part, holding the heart position. The structure of "Twelve Muqam" is divided into 4 parts: Mu Card Mar (part of Muqam), Naghma or Dastan and Mashrap. From the whole structure, "Naghma" has only ¼ of Muqam, but actually, parts of its melody and rhythm structures are very complicated. From the complex of its adjustment and tone’s structure sort of speaking, "Naghma" should hold 2/3 of a whole set of Muqam. The rest are the 1/3. "Naghma" is more difficult than "Dastan" and "Mashrap", as well as from the perspective of aesthetics, the performers and the majority of the public are both required a relatively high level in order to better appreciate the essence of Naghma, which is an obstacle for Muqam artists to learn and inherit Muqam. Therefore partial tracks of "Naghma" are no longer performed in Muqam’s show.

Secondly, partial configuration of lyrics of "Naghma" is very different from those of "Dastan" and "Mashrap". The main configuration of lyrics of "Naghma" is coming from the key points of classic philosophical metaphysical poetry. Those poems are mixed with ancient Uygur, Chahetai, Persian, Arabic multi-language and multi-cultural layers. In my opinion, a person needs to know at least one of two mentioned languages and their culture to be able to sing "Naghma" perfectly. From the current situation of Muqam artists, we can tell they haven’t been exposed to so many language and cultural layers. This is because the students from Muqam professional class of Xinjiang Arts University haven’t been arranged to learn such language courses. Thus the graduated Muqam’s successors don’t know these languages. All cases of professionally trained Muqam’s successors are the same, whilst the rest folk Muqam’s successors, artists from art & theatre group and Muqam art staff have even less possibilities to learn these languages. Therefore, Muqam singers are not willing to sing such songs with the classic lyrics. Additionally, this put the public into a difficult level to understand the meaning of the songs, and of course in the end they feel bored and less interesting. Overall speaking, such Muqam is basically impossible to perform the way it should be.

The lyrics of "Dastan" and "Mashrap" are narrative poetry and folk songs, which are mainly used to praise excellent task examples from the folk. These folk narrative poetry and folk songs are passed on for hundreds of thousands years, with the non-stop innovation and down-to-earth context, which make it easy for singers to understand and perform. In the end, such simple rhythm and easy melodies have become more and more popular. Even the public like such melodies because it’s easy to accept, appreciate and study.

Appreciation of performance art is very important; moreover the relationship between the performer and the appreciator is also quite critical. Acceptance of aesthetic psychology in aesthetic theory, annoyance, frustration, sense of urgency… and other factors constantly push forward the creation of new concept for the performers. 6 The Naghma’s part of "Twelve Muqam" not accepted by the appreciators and not performed by the singers also conforms to the pattern of performance art.

Thirdly, when the economy boosts to develop and acceleration of urbanization, lots of convenience is brought to our life. However, this phenomenon also has many side effects on the Uygur traditional Chinese art. Uygur Twelve Muqam is facing challenges in the culture market, even its inheritance and existence is in crisis, especially the hit on the Naghma’s part.

The market produces consumer goods based on the demand of the consumers. Therefore the published videotape of "Twelve Muqam" only selected partial tracks of "Dastan" and "Mashrap", Jura and Sanam songs from Naghma, all the rest are not included. That’s because this is decided by the aesthetic demand of our consumers. Moreover, in the annual art performance of all kinds, we hardly can see the performance of "Naghma", so the chance of seeing it is very rare. In wedding and banquet, instead of performing "Naghma", folk songs and live music are performed. In countryside various Mashrap and get-together parties also don’t sing "Naghma" but folk songs and partial tracks of "Dastan". Luckily, "Naghma" can still be seen in cities like Kashgar. In parties and gatherings singing and performing partial segments and intermezzo of "Dastan" has formed a routine, but for "Naghma" is really rare (Kashgar region is basically like this, other areas are more or less the same). All in all, the reasons causing the current situation of "Naghma" are the above-mentioned 3 points.

III. THE REASON WHY "NAGHMA" OF "TWELVE MUQAM" CAUSE NEGATIVE EMOTION IN THE FOLK

"Twelve Muqam" such big scaled classic work is maintained and protected pretty perfectly. "Twelve Muqam" altogether published three times music scores and lyric books, and two times tapes and one time CD, DCD records, which has formed a solid foundation for the preservation of "Twelve Muqam". In Europe, world-famous composers like Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, whose music works has been recorded and carried forward till today. From this perspective, "Twelve Muqam" had been recorded and
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5 The author’s transcript of a discussion with students from Muqam major Xinjiang Arts University.

constantly brings people happiness and plays a positive role in constructing wonderful lives and harmonious society. With the rapid economic development and popularization of social media, foreign songs have been penetrated massively into our lives, which has attracted attentions of art lovers with innovative spirits. As a result, a number of original songs with time spirits have emerged, which certainly influenced in the field of Uygur art meanwhile having concrete audiences and position. However some of our conservative people often judge others with their own thoughts and reject such innovation. Like what we said before, "Muqam" is not liked by some young and mid-young aged people, neither by mid-aged and adults concerning such creative melodies.

Folk songs and Twelve Muqam are actually original-created songs by certain artist in a certain epoch. With the time passing by, they were passed on slowly to the people. Through years of being filtered, selected, eliminated, and re-processed, the name of the author with his work well liked by people has been forgotten gradually. Only the title of "People" has been still conserved till today with such "Folk Songs", "Folk Music" and "Muqam" these names. In fact, these melodies were the most classic originally-created songs back then. The concept of "Creative Songs" is a relative concept, with the time flying, the meaning of this concept is also changing. For example, the now converted folk song "The Spring of Kashgar" by composer Tuld Mezi, "The Child Says the Moon" by composer Abela Abdullah, etc. "Morality is the Decoration of People" by composer Tulson Gamey and so on. These songs were actually the classic creative songs but nowadays, many young people have forgotten those creators and taken these songs as "Folk Songs". Maybe decades later the creators of these songs would be forgotten completely, and these songs would be officially listed as "Folk Songs". Therefore, we cannot reject newly created songs and should treat them positively. In consideration of its relationship with Uygur art in the future development process, we should accept it with scientific attitude. Additionally young composers should also accept the merits of Western vocal music art accordingly, by absorbing and taking advantage of the advanced parts, in order to create big amounts of newly creative melodies with national and contemporary style based on the Uygur folk songs and the spirits of Muqam, so as to push forward the development of construction of socialist spiritual civilization and satisfy the needs of daily increased spiritual culture of the people.

IV. Conclusion

All in all, I’m quite confident that some problems ignored in the inherited work of "Twelve Muqam" Uygur Xinjiang China will be resolved comprehensively and mapped out as planned in the future. Successors of Muqam art from all over the places will emerge like bamboo shoots after a spring rain. The priceless treasure, "Twelve Muqam Uygur Xinjiang China" of Chinese culture treasury will rebounce back and forth on the world’s stage to make the whole world realize
the great Chinese culture and the excellent art works of Chinese culture.
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